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Resilience is the ability to withstand, or 
recover quickly from, difficult circumstances.





Burnout is the state of emotional, physical and 
mental exhaustion caused by excessive and 

prolonged stress.
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u Low morale/excessive complaining
u Decreased connection to your role and/or to 

the people who you serve
u Moodiness
u Cynicism
u Feelings of helplessness and hopelessness
u Deteriorating relationships at work and home
u Difficulty concentrating
u Emotional detachment
u Quickness to anger
u Loss of interest in caring for yourself

Warning Signs of Burnout



Same Storm…

...Different Boats
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ü Introduction: So…who’s this Shola guy?
II. The Keys to Staying Positive
III. The Secret to Keeping Your Commitments
IV. Question & Answer
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Focus on What You 

Can Control
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Six and Six RuleFountain vs. Drain Did I Do My Best?
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Enter the Storm
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The Buffalo vs. The Cow
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u Maintaining healthy boundaries (saying “No”)
u Removing yourself from toxic relationships
u Reaching out to a therapist 
u Reducing (or eliminating) the time spent on 

social media
u Making healthy food choices
u Forgiving others (and yourself, if necessary)
u Asking for help
u Refusing to numb yourself and/or justify 

unhealthy behavior because of all of the 
good things that you’re doing for others
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Create Safety
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“A belief that one will not 
be punished or humiliated 
for speaking up with ideas, 

questions, concerns or 
mistakes.”

-Amy Edmonson, Harvard Business School Professor



How will you create psychological 
safety with others?
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ü Introduction: So…who’s this Shola guy?
ü The Keys to Staying Positive
III. The Secret to Keeping Your Commitments
IV. Question & Answer
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u Only 9% of people achieve their New Year’s resolutions*
u 80% of New Year’s resolutions fail by February**

u You have a 65% chance of meeting your goal if you commit it to 
someone***

u If you have a regular accountability appointment with a person 
with whom you have committed, you will increase your chance 
of success to 95%***

*Inc Magazine
**Business Insider
***Association for Talent Development

With an Accountability Partner:





üResilience Check-ins are a priority (not 
something that you do if/when you 
have any free time).

üCheck-in regularly (normally, meeting 
in-person would be ideal, but a quick 
video call, email or even a text 
message conversation will suffice—
the key is that it is done regularly).

üDuring the Resilience Check-in, talk 
specifically about the progress that 
you’ve made since your last check-in, 
and the challenges that you have 
faced in keeping your commitment(s).
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